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Joyroom JR-TL1 Pro Wireless Headphones (black)
Joyroom wireless  headphones are  a  convenient  solution for  anyone who appreciates  complete  freedom when listening to  music.  They
offer fantastic, richly detailed sound and a reliable Bluetooth connection with stable transmission without interference. The headphones
have  an  operating  time  of  up  to  28  hours,  and  it  won't  take  you  more  than  1.5  hours  to  replenish  their  power.  What's  more,  the
headphones  feature  an  ergonomic  shape and convenient,  touch-sensitive  operation,  as  well  as  IPX7 water  resistance.  Listen  to  music
wherever you are and whatever you are doing!
 
Sound rich in detail
Enjoy rich sonic details under any circumstances! The headphones are equipped with 6-millimeter drivers that are responsible for deep
sound. The full frequency response and professional tuning will allow you to enjoy powerful bass and clear mids and highs. The JR-TL1 Pro
will surround you with HD quality sound, making you feel like you're at a concert!
 
Reliable wireless connection
The headphones connect to the device of your choice via Bluetooth version 5.1. This means you can enjoy a stable transmission without
any interference. When paired for the first time, the headphones automatically connect to your device as soon as you open the case. This
practical solution makes them ready to use whenever you feel like it! The JR-TL1 Pro is distinguished by its low latency, so you can freely
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watch movies or play games while enjoying perfect audio/video synchronization. 
 
Long runtime
With the JR-TL1 Pro headphones, you'll make any trip more pleasant. The powerful battery allows up to 8 hours of continuous listening or
6 hours of phone calls. You can gain an additional 20 hours - the charging case will replenish the energy of the headphones 2.5 times, so
you can listen to an entire audiobook or an album by your favorite artist without interruption. Charging time for the headphones and case
is only 1.5 hours. 
 
Free phone calls
The  JR-TL1  Pro  are  equipped  with  sensitive  microphones  so  you  can  make  calls  without  interference.  Your  caller  will  hear  exactly
everything you have to say to them. You don't have to take out your phone when someone calls you - the headphones have a convenient
touch panel that allows you to quickly operate the call and music player. 
 
Wide compatibility
The Joyroom wireless headphones feature an impedance of 32Ω, which means they are ideal for use with mobile devices such as phones,
or music players and consoles. Simply connect them via Bluetooth, play, watch movies and listen to music while enjoying excellent sound
quality!
 
Thoughtful design
Joyroom has  taken  care  of  everything,  so  the  JR-TL1  Pro  is  not  only  high  quality  sound,  but  also  exceptional  comfort.  The  ergonomic
shape of the headphones perfectly adapts to the shape of your ear, so you can listen to music for hours without discomfort. You'll store
the headphones in a lightweight, portable case, so transporting them is no problem, and with IPX7 water resistance, you can listen to
energetic music during an intense workout or a walk in the rain.
 
Included
Headphones
Charging case
Cable
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-TL1 Pro
	Type
	in-ear
	BT version
	5.1
	Supported protocols
	HSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP
	Audio decoding
	AAC/SBC
	Speaker sensitivity
	99.5dB±3
	Frequency response range
	20Hz-20KHz
	Impedance
	32Ω
	Maximum power of headphones
	3mW
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	Speaker
	Φ6mm
	Music listening time
	About 8 hours (80% volume)
	Talking time
	pproximately 6 hours (80% volume)
	Standby time
	more than 6 months
	Charging input
	DC 5V/1A
	Earphone battery capacity
	50 mAh
	Battery capacity of the case
	300 mAh
	Number of cycles
	2.5 times
	Earbud charging time
	1.5 hours
	Charging time of the case
	1.5 hours
	Charging port
	Type C
	Water resistance
	IPX7
	Size of charging case
	64.9 x 30 x 30
	Material
	ABS

Preço:

€ 18.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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